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[A] CRIMINAL LAWS - Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 - S. 482 - Indian 
Penal Code, 1860 - S. 341 - Quashing of complaint - Complainant serving 
in Bank as a cashier in-charge, who wanted to assume duties after taking 
leave on medical grounds - Petitioner being manager of the Ban did not 
permit the complainant to resume duties without production of medical 
certificate - As per Complainant production of medical certificate was not 
required and hence he filed complaint alleging that Petitioner was illegally 
restraining him from entering Bank premises and thereby committed 
offence under the Code - Magistrate issued process challenging which 
petitioner filed present petition - Held, in order that an offence under Sec. 
341 is made out, the obstruction must be physical in nature - That not 
being the case of the complainant the basic ingredients of the offence not 
being satisfied and the accusations taken at their face value not 
constituting an offence, accordingly the complaint quashed.  

Learned Magistrate directed for holding the Inquiry under Sec. 202 of CrPC 
through police and the report thereafter was submitted before the learned 
Magistrate. After considering the report, the learned Magistrate found that 
prima-facie offence was not committed, therefore, he dismissed the complaint. 
The matter was carried in revision by the ori. Complainant - respondent No. 1 
herein before the learned Sessions Judge being Criminal Revision Application 
No. 41/1998 and the learned Sessions Judge ultimately, vide judgment and 
order dated 27.12.2001 had set aside the order of the learned Magistrate and 
directed to take cognizance of the offence. Therefore, the learned Magistrate 
has, thereafter, issued process upon the complaint to the petitioner as 
accused. Under this circumstances, the present petition before this Court for 
quashing of the complaint under Sec. 482 of CrPC. (Para 2)  

The allegation in the complaint is for the alleged offence under Sec. 341 of IPC. 
Nowhere in the complaint it has been stated that the complainant was 
physically prevented from discharging the duties by the accused, which is one 
of the basic ingredients for the offence under Sec. 341 of IPC. (Para 4)  



As recorded hereinabove, in the complaint, there is no accusation of physical 
obstruction created or that the accused physically restrained the complainant 
from discharging the duties. Hence, it can be said that the basic ingredients of 
the offence under Sec. 341 of IPC were not satisfied. (Para 5)  

[B] CRIMINAL LAWS - Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 - S. 482 - Indian 
Penal Code, 1860 - S. 76, S. 79, S. 80 and S. 341 - Quashing of complaint - 
Petitioner in bona-fide belief that production of medical certificate was a 
must before resuming duties, therefore, held, his action squarely covered 
under General Exceptions provided in the Penal Code - Moreover action of 
the petitioner being in discharge of his official duties and without any 
element of criminality, complaint quashed on this ground also.  

The additional aspect in the present case it aht it is not a matter where the 
alleged restraint is to prevent the normal physical movement of the 
complainant but to restrain him or to create obstruction in permitting him to 
resume his duties as the Cashier of the Bank. Such obstruction is stated to be 
created by the Manager of the Bank who is superior. The accusation made in 
the complaint goes to show that the Manager did not create any obstruction, 
but insisted for production of medical fitness certificate of the complainant 
which as per the complainant was not required. Whether the production of 
medical fitness certificate could be said as required or not as per the bye-parte 
settlement by the Bank with its employee or not is an essentially matter for 
pursuing the right as may have occurred or may be available to any employee 
of the Bank including the complainant under Civil Law for which the concerned 
employee or the complainant may resort to the proceeding before the 
appropriate forum or the Court as the case may be. However, if commission of 
the offence was to be maintained, there must be an element of criminality on 
the part of the accused. If any superior in any organization in purported 
exercise of his power, may be under the mistaken belief, had insisted for the 
production of medical certificate a condition precedent before the concerned 
employee resumes his duties, such an action can be said as without element of 
criminality. (Para 6)  

The examination of the facts of the present case goes to show that the action of 
the Manager of the Bank - petitioner herein would fall in exception as provided 
under Sec. 76, 79 and 80 of CrPC and such being situation, Sec. 341 of IPC 
would be protected. (Para 7)  

    Cases Referred :   

1. Keki Hormusji Gharda v. Mehervan Rustom Irani & Anr., AIR 2009 SC 2594 
Considered (Para 4)  
2. A.K. Chaudhary v. State of Gujarat, 2005(3) GLH 444 observed (Para 6)  

    Appearance :   



Nanavati Associates for Applicant : 1,  
Mr. J. B. Pardiwala for Respondent : 1,  
Mr. K. P. Raval Ld. APP for Respondent : 2,  

    PER : Mr. JAYANT PATEL, J :-  

1.  

The short facts of this case appears to be that the respondent No. 1 filed 
private complaint before the learned Chief Judicial Magistrate, Navsari against 
the petitioner, who was at the relevant point of time, the Manager of Bank of 
India, Vijalpore Branch, and the petitioner was holding the post of Cashier In-
charge of the Bank. The accusation in the complaint is that the petitioner had 
proceeded on leave and thereafter he wanted to assume the duty but the same 
was not permitted by the Manager of the Bank without production of the 
medical fitness certificate. As per the complainant, production of medical 
certificate was not required but the Manager insisted for such certificate and as 
stated in the complaint, he insisted under the instructions of the higher 
authority. Therefore, as per the complainant, he was wrongfully restrained, 
therefore, the offence under Sec. 341 of IPC was committed by the petitioner-
accused hence, the complaint was filed.  

2.  

Learned Magistrate directed for holding the Inquiry under Sec. 202 of CrPC 
through police and the report thereafter was submitted before the learned 
Magistrate. After considering the report, the learned Magistrate found that 
prima-facie offence was not committed, therefore, he dismissed the complaint. 
The matter was carried in revision by the ori. Complainant - respondent No. 1 
herein before the learned Sessions Judge being Criminal Revision Application 
No. 41/1998 and the learned Sessions Judge ultimately, vide judgment and 
order dated 27.12.2001 had set aside the order of the learned Magistrate and 
directed to take cognizance of the offence. Therefore, the learned Magistrate 
has, thereafter, issued process upon the complaint to the petitioner as 
accused. Under this circumstances, the present petition before this Court for 
quashing of the complaint under Sec. 482 of CrPC.  

3.  

Heard Mr. Pranav Mehta for Nanavati Advocates for the petitioner, Mr. J. B. 
Pardiwala learned Advocate for respondent No. 1 and Mr. K. P. Raval learned 
APP for the State.  

4.  



The allegation in the complaint is for the alleged offence under Sec. 341 of IPC. 
Nowhere in the complaint it has been stated that the complainant was 
physically prevented from discharging the duties by the accused, which is one 
of the basic ingredients for the offence under Sec. 341 of IPC. In the case of 
Keki Hormusji Gharda v. Mehervan Rustom Irani & Anr., reported in AIR 
2009 SC 2594, the Apex Court, after considering the provisions of Sec. 339 of 
the IPC had, inter alia, observed in para-11, relevant of which, reads as under : 
   

"The essential ingredients of the aforementioned provision are : (1) Accused 
obstructs voluntarily; (2) The victim is prevented from proceeding in any 
direction; (3) Such victim has every right to proceed in that direction."  

Thereafter, at para-12, it was observed that :    

"therefore, the obstructions must be a restriction on the normal movement of a 
person and it should be a physical one."  

5.  

As recorded hereinabove, in the complaint, there is no accusation of physical 
obstruction created or that the accused physically restrained the complainant 
from discharging the duties. Hence, it can be said that the basic ingredients of 
the offence under Sec. 341 of IPC were not satisfied.  

6.  

The additional aspect in the present case it aht it is not a matter where the 
alleged restraint is to prevent the normal physical movement of the 
complainant but to restrain him or to create obstruction in permitting him to 
resume his duties as the Cashier of the Bank. Such obstruction is stated to be 
created by the Manager of the Bank who is superior. The accusation made in 
the complaint goes to show that the Manager did not create any obstruction, 
but insisted for production of medical fitness certificate of the complainant 
which as per the complainant was not required. Whether the production of 
medical fitness certificate could be said as required or not as per the bye-parte 
settlement by the Bank with its employee or not is an essentially matter for 
pursuing the right as may have occurred or may be available to any employee 
of the Bank including the complainant under Civil Law for which the concerned 
employee or the complainant may resort to the proceeding before the 
appropriate forum or the Court as the case may be. However, if commission of 
the offence was to be maintained, there must be an element of criminality on 
the part of the accused. If any superior in any organization in purported 
exercise of his power, may be under the mistaken belief, had insisted for the 
production of medical certificate a condition precedent before the concerned 
employee resumes his duties, such an action can be said as without element of 



criminality. At this stage, the reference may be made to the decision of this 
Court in the case of A.K. Chaudhary v. State of Gujarat, reported in 2005(3) 
GLH 444, more particularly, the observations made in para-18 and 19 of the 
said decision which reads as under :    

18. Further in any Governmental or semi-Governmental organization the 
administration has to be as per the provisions of law, rules and regulations 
made for such purpose. It is an admitted position that LIC is a statutory 
Corporation of Government of India. The service conditions of staff, its 
employees are governed by the staff regulations, including the manner and 
method of working by the concerned employee, may be lowest in the rank or 
the top most officer. If any person who is affected by functioning of any officer 
of LIC, such person can file complaint against such officer and may also pray 
for taking action against erring officer or against officer who allegedly has 
committed misconduct. As per the law, rules and regulations wherever the 
departmental action is required to be taken, the same must be taken keeping 
in view the peculiar facts and circumstances of the case and the substance of 
the allegations made against the officer concerned. The departmental action 
from the stage of preliminary Inquiry till the final outcome of departmental 
proceedings and also appeal therein, which are contemplated in the rules and 
regulations are expected to be taken if the case is made out to the satisfaction 
of the Special Officer for such purpose. While taking action, the satisfaction of 
the officer who is authorized for such purpose is to be seen and not the 
satisfaction of the officer against whom the action is to be taken. It is all 
possible that any departmental action taken may not be liked or accepted by 
the delinquent officer. However, the specified officer who is authorized for such 
purpose has to act in the manner provided in the relevant rules and 
regulations and he cannot be expected to function or discharge his duty as per 
the liking or disliking of the delinquent officer and such Specified Officer who is 
authorized is to be guided by the law, rules and regulations only to the best of 
his ability and nothing else. If the actions are not taken against the delinquent 
officer it may some times result into creating a situation where the specified 
officer himself may be charged with the dereliction of duty but in addition that 
to, the important aspects which deserves to be recorded is that it may result 
into damaging the maintenance of the discipline in any organization, may be 
statutory Governmental or semi Governmental. If the departmental action is 
not liked by the delinquent officer it is difficult to visualize the situation which 
may be conceived on account of displeasure by such delinquent officer. It is all 
possible that such departmental action may be opposed by the delinquent 
officer and consequentially he may resort to making representations for 
withdrawal of the departmental action against him and if such efforts are not 
materialized either he may face the departmental proceedings or he may 
challenge the departmental action against him in a Court of law or before 
appropriate forum, whose decision is to bind both the parties to the 
proceedings. Resorting to the modes provided for ventilating the grievance, 
including for approaching before the appropriate higher forum or Court of law 



are on the contrary subserving to the maintenance of the discipline. But any 
other method or mode which is not provided under the law, if resorted to and 
are entertained, may not only substantially damage the maintenance of the 
discipline, but it may sometimes ruin the discipline. The action of suicide itself 
is prohibited by law and that is the reason why its abetment is also punishable 
in law. If the departmental action or the implementation of law, rules and 
regulations is to only depend upon the sentimental reaction of the delinquent 
officer in the event such action is taken, then in that case the enforcement of 
law, rules and regulations would be impossible. Any delinquent officer against 
whom the departmental action is to be taken may create such impossibility of 
enforcing the law, rules and regulations by giving threat of putting end to his 
life or may actually put an end to his life sometimes, but if in such 
circumstances the Specified Officer, who has taken departmental action, is to 
face with serious charge of abetment to suicide, it may result into developing a 
mentality amongst the Specified Officers not to discharge duty or to discharge 
duty as per the sentiments of such delinquent officer and the consequences of 
both would be not only to damage and spoil the position in any institution, but 
may frustrate the enforcement of law, rules and regulations and all such things 
would be against the interest of the society as a whole which is to be ruled by 
law. Therefore, it is reasonable to hold that between the duty and the 
sentiments, only duty should be allowed to prevail, which may consequently 
create the maintenance of the discipline and the rule of law.  

19. Even as per the Indian Penal Code (hereinafter referred to as "the Code" for 
short), more particularly Sections 76, 79 and 80, which are reproduced 
hereinafter, provide that nothing is offence if done by any person who has 
committed any action by mistake of fact or by mistake of law in good faith, 
believing that he is bound by law to do it.  

76. Act done by a person bound, or by mistake of fact believing himself bound, 
by law - Nothing is an offence which is done by a person who is, or who by 
reason of a mistake of fact and not by reason of a mistake of law in good faith 
believes himself to be, bound by law to do it.  

79. Act done by a person justified, or by mistake of fact believing himself 
justified, by law - Nothing is an offence which is done by any person who is 
justified by law, or who by reason of a mistake of fac and not by reason of a 
mistake of law in good faith, believes himself to be justified by law, in doping it.  

80. Accident in doing a lawful act, - Nothing is an offence which is done by 
accident or misfortune, and without any criminal intention or knowledge in the 
doing of a lawful act in a lawful manner by lawful means and with proper care 
and caution."  

7.  



The examination of the facts of the present case goes to show that the action of 
the Manager of the Bank - petitioner herein would fall in exception as provided 
under Sec. 76, 79 and 80 of CrPC and such being situation, Sec. 341 of IPC 
would be protected.  

8.  

The contention of the learned Counsel for respondent No. 1 that it would be a 
case of defence to be considered at the time of trial as to whether the act was 
done by mistake of facts or in lawful exercise of power or by belief that he was 
bound by law to create a obstruction, would be a matter of defence and such 
may not be considered by this Court in a petition while exercising the powers 
under Sec. 482 of CrPC, has been considered at para-41 of the aforesaid 
decision in the case of A. K. Chaudhary (supra) and it was observed that if the 
allegation made in the FIR do not constitute the offence, it can be said that the 
police itself could not proceed with the investigation without there being any 
order of Magistrate. Even for exercise of powers under Sec. 482 of CrPC, it is by 
now well settled that if the accusation made in the complaint do not constitute 
the offence, it would be a case for exercise of powers under Sec. 482 of CrPC. 
As observed earlier, the action taken appears to be falling under Sec. 76, 79 
and 80 of IPC.  

9.  

Apart from above, it appears that the complainant by way of short circuiting 
the remedy under civil law, has filed he present complaint, therefore, such 
complaint can be termed as an abuse of process of law.  

10.  

Hence, present complaint being No. 228/2002 of the Court of Chief Judicial 
Magistrate, is hereby quashed and set aside. Consequently, the order passed 
by the learned Magistrate below the said complaint shall also not survive. The 
petition allowed to the aforesaid extent. Rule is made absolute accordingly.  

(SBJ) (Rule made absolute)  



 


